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1. Introduction 
 

 
 
We demonstrate a volumetric display providing high resolution, full 
color, real images with 10 addressable depth planes and correct focus 
and vergence cues for the viewer.  The display is centered around a 
novel optical element; a large-aperture, rim-driven, adjustable-
resonance, varifocal beamsplitter. 
 
A full color Liquid Crystal Display (LCD), backlit by an actively 
addressed LED array, is the primary image source.  The backlight is 
synchronized to the vibrating beam-splitter and strobed to fix the 
position of image planes in a volume.   A fixed concave mirror in the 
optical path makes the images real, and places them out in front of 
the apparatus.  Depths exceeding 30 cm are achieved with a 30 cm 
diagonal displayed image.  
 
2. Background 
 
The principle for this type of display was initially proposed by 
i[Traub], with subsequent refinements by ii[Rawson] and was briefly 
commercialized as the SpaceGraph display from iiiGenisco/BBN 
during the early 1980s.     
 
In early systems (fig. 1) users viewed sequentially-presented 2D 
image slices on a high speed CRT display via reflection in an opaque 
flexing mirror.  The mirror was comprised of a reflective Mylar 
membrane stretched over the mouth of a loudspeaker.  The effect 
was optical sweep of the 2D display’s reflection through a virtual 
(behind the mirror) volume.   
 

 
Figure 1 

 
 
Early systems had a number of drawbacks: 
 
• Noise – The closed-back loudspeaker radiated into the room. 
• Blocked Viewing – The user’s viewing aperture is partially 

obscured by the primary display. 
• Virtual images – Remote images,  behind the vibrating mirror. 
• Requirement for high resolution AND high speed from primary 

image source. 
• Depth inversion – The optics caused remote objects to look 

larger,  requiring electronic pre-distortion. 
• Bulky (and now obsolete) CRT technology 
 
 
3. Rim Driven Beam-Splitter with Active Backlight 
 
As shown in fig. 2, we employ a new optical element; a large-
aperture (1 meter), adjustable-resonance, rim-driven, varifocal 
beamsplitter to provide an unobstructed view of the output image.  
The beamsplitter is resonated at vibration rates of 20 to 30 Hz or 
higher, by means of a hoop tensioning ring, and is driven by 3 audio 
vibrators along its periphery leaving its aperture open. Since it is 
open at front and back, radiated sound is minimized. We decouple 
the requirements for high-speed rendering and high-resolution full-
color imagery, by use of a high resolution,  off-the-shelf LCD, 
backlit by a high frame rate (> 300 fps) addressable (currently 16 x 
16) array of white-light LEDs.  
 

 
Figure 2 

A fixed concave mirror corrects the depth inversion inherent in the 
vibrating mirror system, and makes the images real so that they float 
out in front of the system where they are accessible to the user.  
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